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the canadian company operated from the 2000s to 2015 to azov films, which was the film producer, copyright owner and distributor. in the 1990s, the company was founded in london, canada by dmitry kurbatov, and in 1998 the
trademark copyright of the company was registered in the usa. in july 2003, the company registered the trademark in canada and the usa, which is used in numerous photos, audio and video materials. the website, on which films are
shown, sold books, magazines and dvds. this was opposed by various groups, including the consumers council of canada, the canadian association of fathers -child. [6] in october 2004, the website went offline for an extensive period of
time, and the domain name was transferred to sebastian edathy and michael d. k. ruppert. the next month the two men met in a hotel in the austrian capital of vienna and bought azov films, including the trademark pojkart, the
trademark rights to the slogan "naturist boy" as well as the name "anton" in a manner that created the company azov. from november 2004 to may 2006, the site was protected by a url that offered access only after you changed the
name "azov" to "anthon", which literally meant "a love of nature". the website http://anthon.gr/ and social media https://anthon.me/ were created at this time. on april 2, 2006, the site changed its address to a private server in the us.
despite this, it continued to be accessible. from this time, the site was operated by the following people: sebastian edathy and michael d. k. ruppert lasse danzger https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/lasse_danzger and nikos laasiris.
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in 2005, the dutch web site habaesa.nl reported that the famous news agency associated press operated in paris, and that the company, in the words of afp, is "the first naturist boutique in the world". leonardo dicaprio and nicole
kidman were on a beach with friends. to quote the law of , “it shall be unlawful for any person knowingly to receive or to possess any child pornography.” possession of child pornography requires someone to knowingly possess it; in
turn, someone only “receives” it if he or she knowingly receives it. to “possess” child pornography, one must knowingly “receive” it. receiving child pornography is more clear-cut than “possessing” it. the key point is that only the
receiver knowingly receives the material. possessing child pornography, on the other hand, requires a knowingly receiving the material. the mere fact that a defendant received the material is not enough. receiving requires the
intentional receipt by the defendant, while possessing requires proof of knowing receipt. in the course of police investigation, law enforcement officers (leo's), acting in an official capacity, took physical possession of computer servers
located at the address 66.244.53.81. leo's obtained the computer servers and requested that a forensic expert examine the servers on-site. as a result of the forensic examination, leo's were able to identify the owner of the servers
and obtained a search warrant for the computers. as per the search warrant, the leo's retrieved the following email address and password. victor.paradis@hotmail.com and (mypassword) 5ec8ef588b
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